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Introduction
I keep hearing that having a Podcast is great for other people but not for them.
And I get it…it’s not for everyone. But why is it not for you? Why are you talking yourself out of
it.
You don’t have to be a guru. You don’t have to be a millionaire. You don’t have to have
expensive equipment. Do you know what you really need?
Confidence. Something to say. Confidence to share what you know. And…a nice personality
does help people to come back.
But all that production stuff, someone else can do it if you don’t want to. And trust me. It’ll
make their day. Because that’s what they get into…all that production and audio editing stuff.
Not exactly happy with the lack of leads your getting? Not building your email list as fast as
you’d like?
Well, having a Podcast, a great Podcast will help you with leads and building your email list.
But on the other hand, I hear some people say "I would like to have a Podcast, but what would I
say?"
Well...if... you:
 Can talk (pick your favorite language, my wife speaks a few)
 Have a business
 Have a hobby
 Learned a life lesson the hard way and you want to help people avoid going through
what you went through
 Have decent experience with doing ANYTHING
 Like to help people
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Then you can have a Podcast. And I don’t mean just any, low budget, poorly sounding Podcast
that only does a few episodes and takes up logo space on the lists of existing Podcasts.
You can have a GREAT Podcast.
Do they have to be 30, 45 minute, or even an hour episodes like a lot of them are out there?
No. I’ve seen (and listened to) very successful Podcasts be 5-10 minutes in length by design.
That’s how they like it.
Just quick little ‘tips’ given on how to do something, or how to think about something.
And they get huge downloads! Why?
Because for a lot of people, THAT’S what they’re looking for. Quick little tips they can burn
through and can binge on.
And from a Podcast production perspective, having short ‘tips’ episodes, means you can crank
out 10-15 episodes in one sitting, just by recording these tips one after another.
See how easy it can be?
People listen to podcasts for three main reasons:
1. Education
2. Inspiration
3. Motivation
Can you fulfill one, two or all three of these (being able to do all three is pretty amazing)?
Why do you listen to Podcasts? What are you looking for? What kind of content interests you?
The answers to these questions will help you to determine what kind of Show you should have
as well.
In episode 39 of the Podcast, I discussed the need to have a platform for your voice and why
the option of having a Podcast was critical for the life and growth of your business.
And in this mini-course, I’ll be going over the steps on how I started this podcast and try to
provide enough helpful and relevant content for you so that you’ll at least feel more
comfortable starting your own, or talking to someone on how to get your own up and running.
If, after reading this course, you feel that you’d like to get some help, I have two other options
for you on how we can work together and get you up and running with your own Show in less
than 30 days. You can go to my website for more details, at:
http://www.tomclairmont.com/podcast
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1. Strategic Goals
Before you start any project, you should examine the goals for the project. Without formal
goals, you won’t be able to measure the level of success of the project.
From a higher level perspective, what is the overall goal of the podcast? There doesn’t have to
be just one goal, but there should be one primary goal. If there are multiple goals, then what
would be the top three and how would you prioritize them?
These are the typical goals for a podcast:









Supplemental revenue
Build authority
Build trust
Attract new clients
Engage listeners
Improve personal speaking skills
Build email list
Help solve target audience’s problems

Based on the goals of the podcast and how they’ve been prioritized, you’ll need to create
content that matches the goals in order to achieve the results you’re looking for.
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 Supplemental revenue
For this goal to succeed, you’ll need to get the podcast monetized at some point. There are
two ways to do this:


Sponsors
Building a large audience in order to gain sponsors would be one way to generate
income. This will take time but can be done. The content needs to be engaging
enough to attract new listeners and to also gain word of mouth referrals from other
podcast listeners.



Affiliations
You can create affiliations with other services that offer you a small ‘thank you’ fee
for steering business their way. The affiliations should be in harmony with the type
of business you have or that are within the realm of products or services you
provide.

 Build Authority
If you’re either new to the business realm you want to enter in, or just haven’t built up a
network of connections yet, but you have a lot of experience in that industry, you can prove
you know what you’re talking about through engaging content that helps to solve problems
your target audience may be facing.

 Build Trust
If you provide quality content, proving that you’re an authority on a certain topic and
combine it with the sincere attempt to help people solve problems, you’ll be building their
trust.

 Attract new clients
By building this authority and trust, you should be able to attract new clients. This happens
easier if you use the episodes as a way to start conversations with listeners and to continue
to prove your value in their lives.

 Engage listeners
If the goal is to just raise awareness, or inform people of a particular situation and keep
people engaged in the main topic of the podcast, the content should focus on that goal.

 Improve personal speaking skills
By providing quality content, with a clear message that engages listeners by solving a
problem or helps to inspire, or entertain, you’ll find that your speaking skills will naturally
improve over time.
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 Build email list
Including links in the show notes that connect the listeners to landing pages combined with
episode intro and outro CTA’s (calls to action), this will direct listeners to those landing
pages that offer a product in lieu of an email.

 Help solve target audience’s problems
The intent of the Podcast is to primarily be of service to the target audience and to sincerely
offer solutions to specific problems relating to the overall theme of the Podcast.
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2. Research
Before you do anything, you’ll want to do your own research on the topic you want to cover
and if the data shows that it’ll be something that people will listen to.
You’ll need to do the initial research for the theme of the Podcast to see if it’s:


Relevant



Engaging



Trending



Something your passionate about

Then, once you’ve determined the theme of the Show, we’ll use the same criteria for each
episode to ensure that the listeners will be glad they tuned in.
Performing just a general Google search doesn’t produce the kind of information that’s specific
enough to decipher. You’ll need more specific results to be able to come to a better conclusion.
We’ll use my Podcast as an example for you.

The Theme of the Podcast or Episode Titles
The original theme that I was interested in doing was about helping people start (launch) their
online personal brand business.
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Relevancy
Is the theme I’m considering (online personal brand business) relevant in today’s world and in
society in the United States?
Engaging
Will people think that the theme of the Podcast is engaging enough to listen to more than one
episode? Will they binge out on this topic and download several episodes?
Is the logo for the Podcast something that draws them in and easily explains what the shot is
about?
Trending
According to the research, is a significant number of people searching for this topic in general?
Something Your Passionate About
Can I (and am I willing) to talk about this general topic exclusively for at least a couple of years,
doing, on average, one episode each week?
Answering these questions will help you to see if the data truly shows that your Podcast theme
has a chance of success. I emphasize chance, because the overall performance of the Show all
rests on your personal performance and how each episode is created, produced and promoted.
Different Kinds of Research You Can Perform
Don’t just rely on one form of research to justify your decisions. Look at information from a few
different areas to prove if your idea is worth pursuing.


Is your Podcast theme popular with books being sold on Amazon? If yes, that’s a good
thing. It shows it’s a popular topic and that people are interested and buying books on
that topic.



When you do a YouTube search on your topic, is it popular there as well? Again, we’re
looking for a lot of people that are showing interest.



Google Trends- When using Google Trends, we want the results for your searched topic
to be somewhere in the middle. We don’t want to see huge results and we don’t want
Helping you to create an amazing Podcast.
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to see too little results as well. If the traffic is huge relating to your topic, it means that
you, as a small business owner will be competing with the big corporate world and if the
results are too low, then the interest just isn’t there. So somewhere in the middle of the
graph is ultimately where we want to be.

Using Google Trends
This is a search that was done when I was doing research on starting a podcast to see the level
of interest. You can use Google Trends to help you in researching all your topics to get a better
feel of the relevancy and interest of the topic at hand. You can adjust the parameters for the
length of the search for whatever amount of time you desire. A lot of my searches are for the
past two years, but sometimes I like to search for the past year, or the past five years just to see
if the interest and relevancy has weight over time.
Searching for ‘Podcast’ relevancy and Trends

Searching for ‘Small Business vs. Starting an Online Business
As you can see, the search does show a significant amount of relevancy and is trending toward
the middle for results (this is ideal).
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When I have episode title ideas, I like to run it through Google Trends to see how much of an
impact the title might have and how relevant the theme is. Here is an example of two titles I
used based on the results of Google Trends. The results don’t have to be hugely popular, but if
the numbers show better than average search results, I’ll use that phrase.
Fear of Success vs. Fear of Failure

Target Audience
Using the results for Google Trends you can find your target audience easier. Searching for age
groups and also gender may help to narrow things down for you a little better.
For example:


My target audience are those that want to start a business
o What kind of business?


I specialize in the personal brand space
Helping you to create an amazing Podcast.
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Everyone? No. I believe I can be most effective with those 40+
years old the best. Why? Because I’m of that age group and know
what the business startup realm used to be like and know what
it’s like now. I can help them shed the older, more familiar
methods that we’re all familiar with 20 or 30 years ago and show
them what’s working now by explaining, in non geek-speak,
simple steps that they can take to have a successful business.
o My ideal client would be someone that has decided to
make a life pivot in their later years and has had a dream
of starting a small business or Podcast for awhile but
doesn’t know how and when to start. The technology
seems overwhelming. I’ll help them through the process
and get them started.
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3. Your Level of Passion
When I scroll through the listings of Podcasts that are available, I often…very often come across
a Podcast that only has a few episodes because they stopped after seeing what having a Show
really means.
They stopped, because they didn’t think it through. They probably said “Hey, doesn’t having a
Podcast look like fun? Let’s do that!”
And it is fun. Don’t get me wrong. I love doing my Show. But it’s also work.


It’s work to come up with content that has your personal perspective to it.



It’s work to try and get guests on your Show and coordinate the scheduling and preinterview sessions on Zoom.



It’s work to then, prepare for the interview and then have another Zoom session where
the split audio will be recorded.



It’s work to then edit the audio (you might have to learn how to do this, but I’m sure you
can) and make it better.



It’s work to then promote the Show on multiple social media platforms.



It’s work to pull out of the audio a promotional, one minute (about) clip so you can pass
it along to your guest and then use it on social media as an audio snippet so people can
get a taste of what the episode is about.
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But…if you ENJOY doing this, and if you get excited about the success the show is getting
around the world, then you won’t see all this work, as work. You’ll see it as something that
needs to get done, but not as a necessary evil.
You’ll find yourself just cranking through these details instead of putting it off and then falling
behind.
Now there are Podcast producers and audio editors that will do these things for you, if you
don’t. And if you need help with all the production and audio editing, I can help you with that
also.
So…are you passionate about doing a Show of your own?
Will you be able to keep up the passion and stay motivated? Because what good is having a
Show with only 8 episodes? You can’t really use the Show to promote yourself when you gave
up on the Show.
Are you deeply passionate about the theme of the Show and the topics you want to cover? Do
you think about it and filter the things you read and learn through the lens of your main topic?
Could you easily come up with a lot of content? When you start writing about your main topic
do the thoughts just flow?
Do you have a deep understanding, or at least a decent understanding of the topic? People will
want to know that you know what you’re talking about.
If you can honestly answer ‘Yes’ to these questions, then I’m sure that you’ll be able to not only
keep your Show going, but to also have the passion to create a great Show.
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4. Motive
What is Your Why?
As I said in episode 3 of the podcast, ‘What is your why?’ What’s your motivation?
Different people can do the same thing but for very different motives. And I’m not here to
say what motives are good or bad, but just to help you examine your personal ones, in
advance, so that you’ll have more clarity, going through this process and to help you to be
more successful as a Podcast host.
So, I have some questions for you. You might not have all the answers to these questions,
and that’s ok. But these are worth asking to help you think this through, regardless.
What are your motives for creating a Podcast?
1. Are you looking to be in the spotlight?
2. Are you trying to prove a point?
3. Will the podcast be feeding your ego?
4. Are you expecting to sell a lot of stuff through your episodes?
5. Are you expecting to make a lot of money from advertising and affiliations? Or…
6. Will the podcast exist to serve your target audience?
You may have noticed that the first 5 questions focused on serving YOU and your ambitions and
ego. The last question focused on serving the LISTENERS and what they would get out of it.
Helping you to create an amazing Podcast.
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Now, it is true that both sides can benefit from having a Podcast. The Host and the listeners.
But you’ll hear many Podcast hosts and producers say that the Shows that focus more on the
target audience, solving their problems and meeting their needs in one way or another, those
are the more successful shows.
When someone listens to a Podcast, their main thought is always the same. ‘What can I get out
of this Show?’
So as you create content, or have guests on your Show, keep this thought in the back of your
head. How will the listener benefit from the content of this episode, or the guest I’m about to
have on? How is the theme of the content or guest helping the listener to solve a problem they
may have?

How will you stay motivated?
Motivation to start something new can be easy to come by. Motivation to keep something
going a few months in, will be a lot harder to scrounge up…IF, you’re doing it for the wrong
motive.
My motivation comes from the desire to want to genuinely help people with small business or
Podcast launch issues.
But also, seeing the analytics of the downloads each month, and how people around the world
are listening, (and most of them the whole episode), this is part of what keeps me going as well.
But I’ve found that we, as humans, can over-think things. We can overanalyze and overcriticize. We create our own thoughts and then conclude that just because we had that
thought, that it must be true.
Negative thinking and focusing on the negative will not get you any form of success. There’s
negative aspects in everything we do. But then there’s positive aspects in everything we do.
What will you dwell on?
What soundtrack will you listen to in your head? We humans have a tendency to gravitate
toward the negative and think a lot of thoughts about how something, anything, (like starting a
podcast) either just won’t work or be worth the effort.
Helping you to create an amazing Podcast.
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Will you be talking yourself out of success after 10 or 20 or 30 episodes if you’re not getting the
downloads you expected?
Are you more of a positive type person or do you lean toward the negative? It will come
through in your personality and content whether you like it or not.
Dwell on the positive. Squash the negative.
Be a source of great content that helps people. Givers gain. People will listen, like and respond.
Obey the process. Work the process. Trust the process and be patient.
You’ll be glad you did.
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5. How I Started My Podcast
Decisions I Had to Make
Before you start your podcast, you’ll need to work through a number of important decisions so
that you don’t waste a lot of time and money and make the process a lot harder than it needs
to be. Below are the topics and decisions I had to work through. Yours may be very similar but
somewhat different, but for the most part, the list below should cover all the bases for you in
order to get started.

1. Niche Market
My niche market is the later in life person (40+) who is either thinking about making a pivot to
self employment, or had decided to, but hasn’t taken action yet because they’re getting hung
up on all the tech involved.
They may be retired or getting close to retirement and wants to accomplish something they’ve
been thinking about for awhile by being an entrepreneur.
Because this target market is over 40 years of age, they are more likely to have larger budgets
for starting a business or Podcast and may be easier and more professional to work with.
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2. Logo
Let’s use my Show logo as an example.
The primary intent of the logo I selected was to be a
little generic to target a new entrepreneur/business
person while showing that they’re on a journey. I
wanted modern, positive looking colors but not too
bright or flashy. The secondary intent was to be
positive and encouraging.

Perfect Podcast Logo or Podcast Cover Art Design, At-A-Glance:


Images are important. Many listeners tend to find the cover art more important than
the title.



Great podcast logos are simple and have few colors and visual objects.



Your podcast cover art will often be seen as a thumbnail. When you work on it, take
time to view it at different sizes.



Your only text should be your title and short tag line if necessary. Keep it as simple as
possible.



Simplest design specifications: 1400×1400 jpeg or png, and keep it under 500 kb.

Just looking to hire a podcast logo designer? Check out Fiverr.com for low budget solution
providers. (The link here is an affiliate because this is a service I highly recommend. We'd earn a
small commission if you were to buy through it, though at no extra cost to yourself.)
There are some do-it-yourself options, such as Canva or GNU Image Manipulation Program that
you might find helpful.
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Here are some quick do’s and don’ts for designing a Podcast logo:
 Do: Define your podcast’s visual identity
 Don’t: Start designing a cover before understanding your podcast’s visual identity
You’ll need to have the logo speak to the right people that need to hear your message.

 Do: Use high resolution photos
 Don’t: Stretch photos that are too small
Stretching photos distorts the image and gives a poor first impression.

 Do: Use simple, high contrast imagery
 Don’t: Use too much text and/or different colors and fonts (less is more)
Keeping it simple won’t distract. You don’t need to over-inform on the logo.

 Do: Pick complementary colors that work well together
 Don’t: Pick colors at random
Some colors work well together and some do not. Do your research.

 Do: Ensure the text on your art is clearly legible on mobile screens
 Don’t: Use tiny text or add other text besides the title of your podcast

 Do: Use simple illustrations and patterns
 Don’t: Mix too many creative elements together
Artwork should be simple and minimal in use.

 Do: Use photography with clear subjects on a simple background
 Don’t: Use photography that is too busy
One close up image of the Host or something relevant is all that’s necessary.
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3. Platform
I needed a simple way to host the podcast and get it distributed and with the advice of a
professional audio engineer that is sympathetic to smaller budgets, I chose to go with RedCircle
hosting. They have a free hosting option with analytics and also provides a way to have it
distributed to other platforms automatically. When the downloads per episode reach a certain
volume, they offer ways to get your show monetized. My Show qualifies, but I chose to opt out.
There’s also an easy way for you to add in a mid-roll audio clip if you’re promoting a product or
service and want to give people a little break from a longer episode.

4. Distribution
RedCircle Podcast hosting has a way to automatically distribute the episodes to several, major
podcast providers once you set up your account with them. Below is a screenshot of my
account and the channels the show will be automatically fed to.

5. Music
I searched www.premiumbeat.com for positive sounding tracks that I thought were gender
neutral because I want both men and women to listen. Each professionally produced track is
about $50 for the rights to use the track on that specific show, only. They provide different
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track lengths if you don’t want to slice it up yourself, or about a 2 minute version in different
formats for you to use as you wish. But again, you’re agreeing to use it for that show only.
They let you download any sound track for free so you can test it out in advance but it has their
‘Premium Beat dot com’ voice over every 15 seconds which gets taken off once you purchase
that particular sound track.
I played around with a number of them and had to decide on which one to use. I asked some
friends and family what they thought and picked the one that had the most votes.
I use a portion of the whole sound track for different things. Intro, midroll, outro. That way it
doesn’t get monotonous. Here is a screenshot of how they can split up the master audio track
for you so you don’t have to do it. They can provide clips in 15, 30 or 60 second intervals, or the
entire master audio clip which usually lasts about 2.5 minutes. You can edit that master file to
be whatever length you need.

6. Content
I choose content that always has a niche specific theme in mind as well as speaking to the
target audience I’m trying to attract. It helps to keep that in the forefront of your content
creation so that content doesn’t get derailed and the whole podcast doesn’t drift away from
the original intent and end up going in a totally different direction.
Helping you to create an amazing Podcast.
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I keep an ongoing list of potential podcast episode topics so that I never run out of ideas. I do
some research in advance and then work on the content with bullet points at first and then
build on the content of the bullet points into about 5-8 pages of content. All of the content is
written in the way that I speak to make it more personal. Yes, I’m reading the text for the
episode, but I try to make it so that it doesn’t come across as boring or bland.
From there I make the final edits on what to leave in or take out.

7. Guests
I’ve been using LinkedIn as the main platform to get my guests. I have a link to the Podcast in
my LI profile for contact information so it makes it easier for people to get a taste of what it’s
like.
When someone agrees to be a guest on the show, I immediately create a Zoom session for that
specific date and time and send them the connection link. A couple of days before, I confirm
the interview date and time again as a reminder and send the Podcast Media Kit with the ‘rules’
for the interview and my suggestions for how to have the best audio quality possible.

8. Equipment
There’s some basic equipment you’ll need to have a quality Show. Now, when I say
‘equipment’, don’t get the wrong impression. It’s nothing complicated. This is all I use for my
Show:


Microphone



Boom arm



Shock mount



Pop filter/mic sock



Headphones

Let’s take these one by one, and I’ll tell you what I use and why I use it.
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MIcrophones
I strongly recommend using a quality microphone but you don’t need to start out with
something too expensive. You want to use a mic that will have you sounding very well, but you
also want to make sure that you keep expenses down at first until you’re sure that you’ll
continue creating podcast episodes. Pouring a lot of money into something that may fade or
end in the near future is just throwing money out the window in my opinion.
I use a low end professional grade microphone by Audio Technica ATR 2100x with a boom arm
that cost about $150 for the whole kit. You can just get the mic if you want, but I find that
having the boom arm to pull right in front of my face helps me to keep better posture and can
stand up and talk as well.
These USB mics plug right into my Windows 10 or 11 (Mac as well)
laptop and there were no issues for Windows to recognize it and
have it working.
If you wanted to bump up the mic quality a little bit, go for the
Audio-Technica AT2020USB+. It’s about $150 on Amazon.

Audio Technica ATR 2100x

Audio-Technica AT2020USB

Blue Yeti USB Mic

Microphone Shock Mount
I highly recommend spending a little money (around $25-$35) for a mic shock mount. The
purpose of a shock mount has more to do with vibrations or humming noises coming through
the mic boom arm is you’re using one.
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Even though I have a laptop computer on the desk and there’s no hard drive vibration, just
having it on (necessary for the recording of the audio) sent a faint vibration through the desk
and the boom arm which made its way into the audio feed from time to time.
Once I installed the shock mount, I made a test recording to see how effective it was. While
recording, I touched the mic, knocked on the desk, moved the mic and was amazed at how very
little came through to the audio recording.
This inexpensive add-on will save you a lot of time and heartache by not having to edit the hum
out of every audio clip you want to use for your Podcast. Plus, being able to move the mic
around while you’re talking gives you a little more flexibility in your speaking posture and
comfort.
Shock Mounts
There are many different types of shock mounts. Be sure to get the specific one that will fit
your microphone. They normally start in price at around $15-25.

Pop Filters/Mic Socks
Pop filters and mic socks are used for mainly two reasons. Preventing ‘puffy’ P words that
are said and reducing wind noise if you’re outside (for some reason). I used the pop filter
that came with the mic kit that I purchased. Others may like another style or model and
that’s ok. The purpose and useage is still the same.

Pop filter

Mic sock
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Headphones
If you’re going to do your own audio editing, or, at the very least, perform interviews for
your Podcast, you’ll want to have ‘over the ears’ headphones. This type will help you to hear
everything a lot better. And that’s an important part of having a more professional grade
Show. Here are a few recommendations. You don’t need to spend a lot of money on this.
You also don’t want to get too cheap as well. Stick with reputable brands that have a
4+rating and that cover your ears so that you’ll be more isolated from the outside noise.
Here are two low budget examples for you including one that I’ve been using:

Sony Headpnones

Neewer Studio Headphones
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9. Episode Intro
There are certain elements to the intro that you should include:
1. Episode title intro
2. Welcome message
3. Your name
4. What they can expect to hear
5. CTA (Call to Action)
I typed up a couple of different intros to use so that it doesn’t get boring for the listeners. I
alternate these intros as well from time to time.
Here is an example of one of my introductions and I’ll number the elements from the list above
so you can see how it fits together:
(1) “Episode 46 of the Small Biz Startup Essentials Podcast, with Branding Expert Mike Kim on
his new book launch 'You Are the Brand'. You won’t want to miss this one. (background
soundtrack starts now)
(2) Hello and welcome to the Small Biz Startup Essentials Podcast, (3) I’m Tom Clairmont. (4)
This show is dedicated to helping you succeed with your online business. And this show is for you
whether you’re an aspiring entrepreneur, and you’re just starting to think about the concept of
having your own business full time or part time, and you’re trying to figure out if you have what
it takes to launch and run a successful business.
Or, maybe you’ve actually taken those initial steps toward your dream of having your own
business, and you need a little more clarity and motivation.
Are you making a later in life pivot and finally want to pursue that dream you’ve had for the
past 10-20 years? Whatever the reason, you’re here, and welcome. Hopefully, this show will
provide enough value for you that (5) you’ll subscribe so you don’t miss any episodes.
So… let’s dive in.”

Episode Title Intro Audio Track
Below is what the audio track looks like for the Episode Title Intro (red arrow) then after that
the welcome message audio (blue arrow). Below the spoken audio track is a stereo background
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music track (yellow arrows) that quickly fades in and then fades out during the introduction of
the episode.

Keep in mind that the background audio track needs to be at a significantly lower level than the
spoken track that needs to be in the foreground. The example above shows a background audio
track BEFORE the level was reduced to the desired setting. If left unmodified, the intro track of
the person speaking would be difficult to hear and understand because the background music
was too loud.
The length can vary, but typically the intro should be between 30-75 seconds long. Too short
and listeners may not be clear on what they are going to hear or what’s in it for them. Too long
and they’ll get bored or frustrated (get to the content, fast).
Part of trying to get engagement with the audience is including a CTA. I ask people to subscribe
or go to my website.

There are other things you may want them to do as well:


Go to a website



Click on a link



Watch a video



Fill out a form



Complete a survey

Obviously, you can’t expect someone to do all or even most of these things. Pick one or two
CTA’s at the most. Here is a link to what a podcast intro should sound like (as an example, only).
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10.Episode Mid-roll
This is something that’s added into a longer podcast episode to deliberately give the audience a
short audio and mental break.
I add a midroll for when an episode has a guest and the time goes beyond 20 minutes. I
promote something different, like a specific E-book they can download or just something I’m
promoting in general. Here is a link to a mid-roll example for you to hear.
This is an example of how I use a mid-roll break in the middle of a longer episode to keep the
listener from getting bored.
“Just taking a little break here in the middle folks to let you know about some free resources I
have available on my website that you can take advantage of, which will help you start or grow
your new small business. If you go to tomclairmont.com and then the resources page, you’ll see
I have some E-books and other downloads available for you… startup business books I
recommend as well as other podcasts that I think you’ll benefit from.”
Now let’s get back to the episode."

11.Episode Outro
As with the alternating intros, I alternate the outro message as well. I always like to end in a
positive note and usually end with ‘Stay encouraged, follow your dream and don’t give up.’
My CTA is for them to go to my Resources page for free downloads and information that will
help them through the startup process, or to go the Power Tools page for E-books that I created
on specific topics. Here is a link to an outro example for you to hear.
This is the text in its entirety:
“That’s our episode for today. Thanks for listening. Please let me know what you think of today’s
episode and your thoughts on the topic. I always put a link in the show notes that you can click
on, where you can comment and rate the show. Please do so because I’d like to keep creating
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content that meets your specific needs. And thanks to those that have provided their questions
and comments. I respond to every question the best I can.
Don’t forget, I have a lot of free resources for you that can help you with your small business
startup. You can go to tomclairmont.com/resources.
And I always want to end by saying, Stay encouraged, follow your dream and don’t give up!”
Below is the audio clip example for an outro showing both the spoken audio track (red arrow)
and the background music tracks (green arrows) that plays softly, simultaneously.

12.Recording Audio
I started out just recording through Audacity in my office, but I found that using Zoom was a lot
better for audio quality, but also there’s an advanced setting that splits the sound tracks
between you and your guest (if you have one) which makes the audio editing a lot easier.
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13.Audio Editing
Since I have an IT background, audio editing comes a little easier for me. I use the free program
called Audacity and find that it meets my needs just fine. I got a few tips from my nephew,
who’s a professional audio engineer in upstate NY but you can go to YouTube to get your own
Audacity tips.
As you can see, below, Audacity is a serious program that has a lot of options and functionality.
It’s not considered a professional program, but it has the ability to get you started. This is a
screenshot of one of my intros for the podcast. Since there are two channels to stereo audio, it
shows both.
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This view is the combined audio for both the background music and the recording of my voice
that is being spoken while the music is playing in the background.
Below is the screenshot where the two audio tracks are separate before they are merged when
it’s exported to mp3 format.

Saving the Audio File
I recommend saving the audio file more than once as you edit the master sound track. You may
find yourself wanting to go back to the original version (or some other version) if what you’ve
just worked on didn’t turn out the way you planned.
Each time I work on a master file and then save it after work has been done on it, I save it under
a different name than the original master file (v2, v3 etc. at the end of the file name). The audio
file should be saved in two different formats for both the Audacity master file (the extension
will be .aup) and the generic mp3 format for the Podcast hosting server that you’ll be uploading
it to.
In the File pull down menu, go to Save Project, then Save Project As. You can enter in the name
that you want to give the audio file and it’ll default to the .aup extension automatically.
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When you’re done editing the audio file, you’ll want to convert the file to a generic mp3 file
format so you can upload it to the Podcast hosting server.

ID3 Tags
As part of the export to mp3 process, you’ll be prompted to enter in content that gives details
about that specific audio file.
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As you can see, there’s a way to save the ID3 tags as a template so you don’t have to enter in all
the same, generic information every time you save the mp3 file. Enter in all the information
that won’t change:






Artist Name
Album Title
Year
Genre
Comments

And then just enter in the blank fields that are specific to each audio file.
When it comes time to upload the saved template, just click on the Load button on the ‘Edit
Metadata Tags’ window, and select ‘Load’. Then go to where you saved the template file and
double click on it.
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What Are ID3 Tags, And Why Do You Need Them? Why are ID3 tags important?
When you create a new podcast episode the meta information – such as the title of your
episode, artist/author, your website URL and any episode-specific artwork – are attached to
each episode’s media file in what’s called an ID3 format.
All that information helps ensure that a listener knows what your episode is about and enables
it to display correctly in a portable media player or software-based audio player.

14.Show Notes
I use the master document for the episode to edit down what the show notes should be. Some
podcasters choose to have the entire episode transcript available and hire someone on a
Freelance website and pay them to provide the transcript. I personally don’t choose to do that.

15.Website
You don’t have to have a website for the Podcast, but it’s highly recommended. Some people
may not have the option, or the ability, to have a website initially, but eventually, if you can put
the show on your own website, it’ll be a great way to promote the show with website traffic as
well.
Currently, I have a page on my website that has access to all the other podcast distribution
points as well as all of the episodes they can listen to. I have a very scaled down version of the
show notes on this page as well. www.tomclairmont.com/podcast
If you’re using WordPress, you can add plugins specific for podcasts that will enhance your
website experience for the visitor as well as help you with the distribution of it as well.
Some thought should go into this as well as to who will be adding the show to the website and
how will it be updated for each episode.
Below is a screenshot of how the HTML code looks, in raw form and a glimpse of where to
insert the code on the page (using Elementor page creator for WordPress):
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Below is a screenshot of how it actually looks on the Website to everyone else after the HTML
code is entered:

People looking at the Podcast page will see this Application on the page and can scroll through
all the episodes on their own, play it and view the show notes within the App itself. This App
also automatically updates and will show the new episodes as they go live. There is nothing you
need to do.
Some of you may want to have a Web page for the Show. Here is an example of how I did this
so that I could provide more information about each episode.
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I manually enter in the Episode notes below where this App shows up on the web page to have
a bit more control of the show note space and to put a custom image, or profile picture on each
episode as well. See below.

16.Promotion
a. RedCircle
RedCircle helps you to have the show automatically distributed to other platforms and you can
take the RSS code they provide and enter it into additional Podcast platforms to have your
show available beyond what RedCircle hosting can do. This is a great benefit of knowing how
and when to use RSS feeds. Just click on the copy code button and paste it into Notepad. Save
this code because you may need it sometime in the future and having it on file will spare you
from having to log in again. Screenshot below has red arrow pointing to RSS code button.
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b. Media Kit
I created a Media Kit document for guests to have all that they would need in order for them to
promote the show on their end:








Episode Link
Host Bio/Pics/Logo
Links to Images of Host
Links to Podcast Logo
Podcast Creation Date
Genre
Distribution Links

I also promote it on social media as well, but I’m aware that people get tuned out of being
interested if I promote the show too much.
I created a link to this media kit through a button on the Podcast page of the Website. See
below.

c. Website
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Again, I have a special page for the Podcast on my personal brand business website. Some may
want to have a special website for the Podcast in order to promote the show that way.
d. Blog
You can also promote the Podcast through your blog by referring to it in blog posts from time
to time when appropriate. Using a link to take people there will not only make it easier for
people to get to it, but will build your link ‘ranking’ in Google a tiny bit more as well.
e. Social Media
Everyone’s situation is a little different when it comes to social media. Which ones to use,
which ones are your favorites, and which ones aren’t. But ultimately, the decision for which
social media platforms you should promote the Show on should be based on where your target
audience is hanging out.
If your personal favorite platform is Tik Tok, but your target audience has been proven to hang
out on LinkedIn, then you need to change your favorite platform.
If the theme of the Show is to help people solve a problem they have and your product or
service is what they need, then they need to see it on their favorite platform.
Now, I’m not saying that you need to be promoting the Show on several social media platforms,
because that just won’t work for you or them either. You’ll be spreading yourself too thin and
your message will be diluted.
You should pick 1-3 platforms (max) and stick with that. Be committed to that.
I chose:
1. LinkedIn
2. Instagram
3. Twitter
Why? Because my ideal client is 40-60 years old and from what research I saw about the type of
people that hang out on these three platforms, those three should cover the age range. Plus, I
want a more professionally minded person as a client.
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Now, even though the marketing strategy is quite different for all three platforms, to make
things a little easier, I listen to the latest Show episode once again, after all the editing is done,
but I listen to it with a different perspective.
I’m listening for a one minute (approximately) promotional clip that I can cut out and use for
social media.
Once I have that one minute or so audio clip, I tighten up conversational pauses to try to shave
off a second or two so that the audio clip is as short and to the point as possible.
I then take that promo audio clip and I upload it to a program called Headliner. I like Headliner,
because I can take a quick audio clip and turn it into a promotional ‘video’ of sorts.

Creating a Headliner Promo Video
Here is an example of what I mean:
This is a promotional audio/video that I used
Headliner for, for episode 77. I used this one promo
video on all three social media platforms of
LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter.
I had to use slightly different promotional text to go
along with the audio/video clip but that didn’t take
much time at all.
This is a way to save time and cover more ground
on social media, while promoting your Show to
more people.
Click on the image on the left to see and hear the
Headliner promo video.

When I created this promo video, I used some customization techniques to make it the way I
wanted it to be. You can create your own custom promo video as well. Things like:




Background color
Text and font
Wavelength format and color
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Captions (yes or no)
Progress bar color on the bottom (yes or no to even have it)
Main logo image (you can have the Show logo switch to a pic of the guest while they’re
talking if you wanted to do that as well)
Length of audio clip to use

But, you have to make your own, custom, edited, promo audio clip in advance to use here.
Headliner offers a limited, free version, but I chose to use the Professional, paid version so that
I can create more promo videos per month without the Headliner branding.
Here are some screenshots in Headliner for you, so you can see the basic, creation process.

First, you need to select the kind of promo video you’ll be creating. Do you want a short promo
‘audio gram’, or a full episode?

Next, you’ll select the audio clip you want to use. I connected Headliner to my Podcast Show
feed, so it automatically shows all my episodes for me to pick from, to make it faster to create.
If I want a full episode, I just select it. If I want a promo audio clip, I go to the ‘Upload’ section
and get it from my computer.
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Next, I’ll pick the orientation of the video I’ll be using. For consistency, I always pick the square
option.

This is what the audio clip looks like for you to work with. Since the audio clip I’m using us fully
edited, I don’t have to do anything with it in Headliner, which saves a lot of time. I can just
move on to the next step, customizing the video by adding in the:








Logo
Adding in title text
Adjusting the caption text
Adding in headshot of guest (when necessary)
Adding in progress indicator
Adding in waveform (and color to use)
Customizing the promo video title
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Once you do one of these, Headliner saves the format so you don’t have to do it all over again,
each time.
After it’s created, you’ll see a download link for you to use in your social media or to give to
someone else to use so they can promote the Show.
This all takes time, but I think it’s worth it to do and share.

17.Time Commitment
Before starting any project, you may want to first come up with a close estimate of how much
time you’re willing to invest in the Show and what you’re willing to do. Your Show won’t last if
you’re not going to put in the necessary time and effort that produces a quality Show.
After doing this for over a year, I can say that, on average, each episode takes about 4-5 hours
to do. This includes:







Research the content and add in my personal experiences and opinions
Type up each episode (When it’s just myself speaking, I type up the entire episode and
read it)
Record the Show
Edit the Show audio
Upload the Show to RedCircle
Provide show notes for the listeners

It took longer at first, but things get faster over time and you work out your own tweaks that
helps you to streamline the process. Some may find that they want to save a little time by
having a pre-recorded intro/midroll/outro audio clip so that they don’t have to record and edit
these parts of the show for every episode.
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This will save some time, but could give the impression as ‘canned’ and leave you a bit limited
on how to introduce the show or the individual episodes.
Either way, you’ll have to think this through so that you know what you’re getting yourself into.
Again, it takes time and commitment. You’ll need both to get yourself through the hurdle of the
first 10 episodes and then find the operational and emotional groove that works for you.

18.

17. Podcast Description and Episode Notes
The Podcast description and show notes are a great way for someone to get the feel of the
episode at a glance, before listening. It’s also a great way to promote other services you offer,
or just the main CTA (Call to Action) that you’re looking for.
RedCircle, the Podcast hosting provider, offers a super easy way to get started. Once you create
an account and profile, you’ll have to start to upload your Podcast content, like:


Logo



Episode audio file that people will be listening to



Show notes
a. RedCircle login screen:

b. Menu options
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c. Create Episode
From here, you’ll enter in and upload all the information necessary to get your
show live. This will need to be done for EVERY episode.

d. Planning ahead to save time
You can upload some of the required elements in advance to save a little time later on and just
save each future episode as a ‘Draft’ to be scheduled to go live when you determine the date
and time. As you can see in the screenshot below, there are a few future episodes being staged
with information but not final yet.
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You can upload the logo and episode number as well as when you plan on it going live through
their scheduler function. Red arrows are pointing to the draft mode episodes below. I cut and
paste in the same end of show notes that I want in each episode for links people can click on to
rate the show, or download the free E-book I have to offer, or some other call to action that I’m
promoting at the time.

The red arrow below is pointing to the scheduling function where you can select the date and
time the episode will go live. I choose every Sunday at 12:05am. You have to select both date
and time separately in order to set both of these functions.

I hope this Podcast mini-course has helped you to understand how you can launch your Podcast
better and faster so that you can either do it yourself or just to be better informed if you
oursource this to someone else.
Is all this a lot of work? Yes. Does is take up a significant amount of time? You bet. But I still
believe that the benefits outweigh the time commitment pitfalls.

I’m building an international voice. And so can you.
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6. Post-Launch Show Management
Well, hello again for this module of Starting Your Podcast. In the last couple of sessions, I talked
about how I started my Podcast and the decisions I had to make but in this module, we’re going
to go over post-launch show management and how to keep the show up and running to make it
more sustainable.
Now, If you’ve already launched your Show, Congratulations! You’ve accomplished something
amazing! You’ve joined the much smaller circle of Podcast hosts in the world.
You can now officially call yourself a Podcast Host.
But now, what’s the plan for keeping the momentum going so that your Show’s chances for
success are much greater than the average Podcast host?
You certainly don’t want to waste a lot of time, money and effort starting something exciting,
just to find out that it was this crazy struggle, every step of the way, to keep it going.
Your intentions were good in the beginning and you have the best of motives, but you just
didn’t think this through the best.
The goal of this mini-course is to help you launch your Podcast, but the ultimate goal is to help
you succeed.
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If you’ve followed the steps that I’ve laid out in this course, you’ll have all the setup and
distribution set and all the ‘techie’ configuration stuff is out of the way.
Now, moving forward, your focus needs to be much narrower.


Great content that solves the target audience’s problems



Eye-catching titles to draw people in to the Show



Quality audio recording



Quality audio editing



Relevant guests that offers a solution to solve a problem



Promoting the Show

Who’s going to take care of all of these things? Are you planning on doing all this yourself or
will you get some help?
There are people that have businesses that revolve around supporting you and your Podcast.
Podcast producers can be a great asset to you if your budget allows. Or maybe a Virtual
Assistant (VA)?
Both Producer and Virtual Assistant can help (or even take over) either the tasks you don’t like
to do, or the tasks that you don’t know how to do. And that’s just fine. This is what they’re for.
To make the overall Podcast project easier for you to manage and sustain.
If you do hire someone, I would recommend that the person you’re considering has personal
experience in the Podcast creation/production realm. You really can’t afford to have someone
‘figure it out’ at your expense. It takes time and patience.
Either way, you’re not alone.
But the choice is yours. You can do it yourself, if you have the time, or sub-contract it out.
Typical tasks for a VA or a Producer would be:


Perform research for each episode topic to see if it’s trendy, relevant and interesting to
your target audience.



Be directly involved with the audio file editing and uploading



Confirm that each episode seamlessly goes through the distribution process
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Create or add in Show notes to each episode



Promote the Show in social media



Coordinate guest appearances and provide a specific intro of the guest

Now, you may find that you have the time, patience and energy to do this yourself, and that’s
great. Some people do and some people don’t. Your budget may also be dictating what you do
and don’t do as well and that’s ok.
Just make sure that whatever path you take for your Show production, it leads you down the
path of success.
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7. Additional Assistance Options
After reading all of this, you might be excited to get started. If the technology doesn’t
intimidate you, then you’ll be able to just dive right in and get the configuration and setup out
of the way so you can start producing your new Podcast.
But some people may find all of this a little (maybe more than a little) intimidating. As I said
before, you’re not alone.
If, you’re looking for some help through all of this and avoid the struggle, heartache and time
delay to launch the Show, I offer three other options for you:

1. Done With You (DWY)
With this option, you’ll receive 4 hours of personal, 1:1 coaching from me on whatever topics
you want to cover.
We can hop on a Zoom call so that I can share my screen and show you exactly how I do what
you’re looking to learn.
This more affordable option, will significantly reduce the learning curve as I show you step-bystep instructions so you can launch your Podcast Show faster, with more confidence, and a plan
in place.
Don’t worry. I’ll still be here to support you if you need additional time and training.
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2. Done For You (DFY)
This is the “Tom, I just don’t have time to learn or do the mountain of things that need to be
done…BUT I still want to have my own Podcast because I have a lot to say and I would like to have
that influence and impact you keep talking about” option.

I’ll do all the tech configuration, setup and episode prep so that all you need to do is record the
first 5 episodes and I’ll take care of the rest. Then, after the audio has been received from you,
I’ll do the editing and launch the Show with your first batch of episodes.
You can just sit back and relax (or do whatever you want to do). Now, just to be clear, there are
some things that you’ll still need to take care of and purchase on you end. I can’t do
EVERYTHING, but I can do the majority of the initial setup and configuration.
**You’ll still be responsible for:





The hardware (microphone and optional boom arm and/or shock mount)
Recording the episodes through Zoom
Sending those episode recordings to me
Pre-purchasing the background music track the Show will have for the
intro/midroll/outro

And, again, I’ll still be here to support you through this if you need more instruction or training
time once the Show goes live.

3. Podcast Production
If, you find yourself falling short on time but full of motivation and ambition to have a great
Podcast Show, I can be your Podcast Producer after the Show goes live. I’ll be able to:


Edit and upload the audio



Create and upload the Show notes



Promote the Show on your top 3 social media platforms
(Additional training and support will be handled separately)

This option will allow you to just focus on the most important task you’ll have in creating the
content for each episode.
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Here is a breakdown of the two different services for DWY and DFY:
Done With You

Done For You

 4 hrs 1:1 Personal Coaching

 4 hrs 1:1 Personal Coaching

 Limited email support

 Email support- 3 months

Your target audience discussed

 Your target audience discussed

Hardware selection discussed

 Hardware selection discussed

Audio Editing SW Discussed

 Audio Editing SW Link Provided

Hosting Acct. Config. Discussed

 Hosting Acct. Config. Completed

Logo Requirements Discussed

 Logo Provided

Recording Audio Discussed

 Recording Audio Discussed

Auto-Distribution Discussed

 Auto-Distribution Completed

Background Music Discussed

 Background Music Clip Provided

Show Production Discussed

 Show Production Discussed

Social Media Promotion Discussed

 Social Media Promotion Discussed

Initial Episodes Config. Discussed

 4 Episodes Config. Completed

Uploading Audio Feed Discussed

 Uploading Audio Feed Discussed

RSS Media Feed Link Discussed

 RSS Media Feed Link Provided

Attracting Guests Discussed

 Attracting Guests Discussed

How To Monetize Discussed

 How To Monetize Discussed

Show Notes Discussed

 Show Notes Discussed

Host Intro Audio Clip Provided

 Host Intro Audio Clip Provided

Production Templates Provided

 Production Templates Provided

Intro/Midroll/Outro Created

 Intro/Midroll/Outro Created

**You select the topics you need to discuss in the four

**Audio Clip Supplied By You**

hours of 1:1 coaching time.**

DFY Service has 100% Money Back Guarantee

Watch the FREE Webinar HERE
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If you’ve found this E-book through other means than my Podcast and haven’t heard the Small
Business Startup Essentials Podcast yet, you can hear it on a number of platforms, but here is a
link that you can use no matter if you’re on a computer or cell phone.
If you need more details about the ‘Done With You’ and ‘Done For You’ options, you can see
them on my Website at: www.tomclairmont.com/podcast
If you’d like to talk further about having a Podcast, please feel free to reach out to me through
my online calendar. I’d be glad to talk to you on a free discovery call. Here is the link.
https://calendly.com/tomclairmont/30min

Friends, stay encouraged. Follow your dream and DON’T GIVE UP!
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